AbstractÐAll-to-all personalized communication commonly occurs in many important parallel algorithms, such as FFT and matrix transpose. This paper presents new algorithms for all-to-all personalized communication or complete exchange in multidimensional torus-or mesh-connected multiprocessors. For an Â g torus or mesh where g, the proposed algorithms have time complexities of yg message startups and yg P message transmissions. The algorithms for three-or higher-dimensional tori or meshes follow a similar structure. Unlike other existing message-combining algorithms in which the number of nodes in each dimension should be a power-of-two and square, the proposed algorithms accommodate non-power-of-two tori or meshes where the number of nodes in each dimension need not be power-of-two and square. In addition, destinations remain fixed over a larger number of steps in the proposed algorithms, thus making them amenable to optimizations. Finally, the data structures used are simple, hence making substantial savings of message-rearrangement time.
the all-to-all personalized communication requires at least seven communication steps since there are eight processors. However, as shown in Fig. 1a , channel contention occurs in four of those steps. As a result, at least 11 contention-free communication steps are required. In direct algorithms, each processor exchanges one block per step. Fig. 1b illustrates the same operation with message-combining. With this approach, only three contention-free communication steps are required. Fig. 1b also illustrates message blocks transmitted or received by processor 1 in each step, where a block is identified by the combination of source node ID and destination ID (e.g., a block which is originated from node 1 and destined for node 2 is identified by block 12). As shown in the figure, four message blocks are transmitted in each step. Thus, the message-combining algorithm requires three communication steps and 12 units of message transmission time, while the direct algorithm requires 11 communication steps and 11 units of message transmission time. It would be desirable if a model could be developed that would provide a guideline in formulating tradeoffs between message startup costs and message sizes based on the physical properties of the communication mechanisms in the target parallel architecture.
For all-to-all personalized communication using direct exchange, Scott [11] has shown that at least Q aR steps are required in an Â mesh. Thakur and Choudhary [17] proposed direct algorithms for power-of-two 2D meshes. In
Step i, I i x À I, each node exchanges messages with the node that is determined by taking exclusive-OR of the node number with i. Therefore, the entire communi± cation pattern is decomposed into a sequence of pairwise exchanges. However, in some steps, link contentions exist among the exchange pairs. In machines such as Intel Paragon, the software overhead, not the channel contention, is the main concern. This algorithm [17] is based on the observation that channel contention is not a matter to be concerned about. Tseng and Gupta [18] proposed a direct algorithm for multidimensional tori. For an n-dimensional torus of I Â P Â F F F Â nÀI Â n , where I ! P ! F F F ! nÀI ! n , the algorithm requires y I P Â P Â F F F Â nÀI Â n time complexity due to message startups.
In [1] , Bokhari and Berryman developed two messagecombining algorithms referred to as binary exchange and quadrant exchange for a circuit-switched P d Â P d mesh. In the binary exchange, the mesh is recursively halved and nodes symmetrically located with respect to each cut exchange block. The quadrant exchange treats the mesh as groups of P Â P submeshes and exchanges blocks among the nodes in each submesh. Successive groups of P Â P submeshes are interleaved until all blocks are exchanged. Sundar et al. [16] presented an algorithm called cyclic exchange in a power-of-two 2D square mesh. In each phase of the cyclic exchange, every node communicates in two steps with two other nodes, one in the same row and one in the same column. In a step of a phase, some pairs of nodes perform the horizontal exchange first, while others perform the vertical exchange first. Subsequent steps reverse the order. While the cyclic exchange requires the same number of phases as the quadrant exchange, its performance in an asynchronous environment is shown to be superior. In [19] , Tseng et al. present an algorithm with yP d time complexity for message startups in a P d Â P d 2D torus using message-combining. Nodes are partitioned into four groups, and messages are exchanged among nodes in the same group. After some data rearrangement, each node exchanges messages with a node in a different node group. In [12] , [13] , Suh and Yalamanchili proposed algorithms using message-combining in P d Â P d and P d Â P d Â P d tori or meshes with time complexities of yd due to message startups and yP Qd (in 2D) or yP Rd (in 3D) due to message transmissions. In [15] , Suh and Yalamanchili proposed a set of configurable algorithms for complete exchange for 2D meshes, which can be tuned to trade message-initiation or startup overhead against messagetransmission time. These message-combining algorithms differ primarily in the manner in which pairwise exchange operations are scheduled. However, they have all been defined for meshes or tori where the number of processors in each dimension is an integer power-of-two and square.
In this paper, we present new algorithms for all-to-all personalized communication for multidimensional tori or meshes. The algorithms utilize message-combining to reduce the time associated with message startups. They are suitable for a wide range of torus or mesh topologies. The salient features of the proposed algorithms are:
1. Unlike existing message-combining algorithms, in which the number of nodes in each dimension should be power-of-two and square, they accommodate non-power-of-two and nonsquare tori or meshes. 2. They are simple in that destinations remain fixed over a larger number of steps, and are thus amenable to optimizations, e.g., caching of message buffers and locality optimizations. 3. They can be extended to higher-dimensional networks. The following section presents the system model, performance parameters, and notation used in this paper. We propose algorithms for tori and meshes in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithms. Our results are summarized in Section 6.
PERFORMANCE MODEL AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The time to communicate data from one node to another node is a key source of overhead when executing parallel programs. A common metric used to evaluate the performance of collective communication algorithms is completion time or communication time.
In general, the completion time is comprised of two time components: start-up time and network time. Start-up time is the time required for both the source and destination nodes to handle the packet. It includes the time to prepare the message (e.g., adding header, tail, and error detection/ correction information), manage buffers, and establish an interface between the local processor and the router. It is dominated by the software overhead in modern messagepassing multiprocessors. Network time is the elapsed time from the first byte entering the network until the last byte arrives at the destination. It includes message-transmission time and propagation time. The message-transmission time is the per-byte transmission time multiplied by the message size in bytes. The time taken by the header of a message to travel from a node to a neighbor node is called the per-hop delay. The propagation delay is the per-hop delay multiplied by the number of links traversed by a message. In addition to the communication time, some collective communication algorithms (especially, all-to-all personalized communication algorithms using message-combining) require data rearrangement between communication steps. The data-rearrangement operations occur within a single node to prepare for the next step, i.e., to transmit the correct blocks to correct destinations. Furthermore, barrier synchronization is also required between successive communication steps. In this paper, we will consider these terms in analyzing the performance of all-to-all communication algorithms.
The following is a summary of the notation used in this paper.
. The target architecture is torus-or mesh-connected, wormhole-switched [9] multiprocessors. The proposed algorithms applies equally well to networks using virtual cut-through or packet switching. Each packet is partitioned into a number of flits. We assume that each processor has x distinct m-byte message blocks for all-to-all personalized communication. We also assume that the channel width is one flit, the flit size is one byte, and each processor has one pair of injection/consumption buffers for the internal processor-router channel (i.e., one-port architecture). All links are full duplex channels. In this paper, a step is the basic unit of a contention-free communication and a phase is a sequence of steps. The completion time for one communication step can be expressed as t s m Á t h Á t l if one message block is transmitted to the destination across h hops in a contention-free manner using wormhole switching. This time does not include the datarearrangement time between steps.
The logical data structure in each node is a 2D array (in 2D networks) or nh array (in n-dimensional networks). We assume that these arrays are arranged in column-major order. We also assume that if physically noncontiguous blocks are transmitted from this array, a messagerearrangement step must take place prior to transmission.
ALGORITHMS FOR TORI

2D Tori
For an Â g torus, where and g are multiples of four and g, each node is identified by a label rY , H r À I and H g À I. Each node is included in one of 16 node groups according to the following rule: IF r mod 4 = i and c mod 4 = j, then P(r,c) is included in group ij.
For example, in a IP Â IP torus shown in Fig. 2a , nine nodes of identical marking are included in the same group. The nodes in a group form an R Â g R subtorus. Fig. 2b illustrates the Q Â Q subtorus formed by group 00 to which nine nodes, P(0,0), P(0,4), P(0,8), P(4,0), P(4,4), P (4, 8) , P(8,0), P(8,4), and P (8, 8) belong. In addition, if an Â g torus is divided into R Â R contiguous submeshes (SMs), each node in a SM is included in one of 16 distinct groups.
An Overview
The proposed 2D algorithm consists of four phases. In Phases 1 and 2, messages are exchanged, performing all-toall personalized communication, among the nodes in the same group. For an illustrative purpose, we consider all-toall personalized communication in a IP Â IP torus. Fig. 2c is a simplified representation of Fig. 2b , where only SMs and nodes in group 00 are shown. Each node has 144 blocks to scatter, and the blocks are divided into nine R Â R block groups (BGs) considering 9 SMs (SM00, SM01, SM02, SM10, SM11, SM12, SM20, SM21, and SM22) and 16 nodes in each SM. In Fig. 2d , each node in group 00 has 9 BGs to scatter with distinct markings, where each BG is destined for the SM which has the same marking as the BG in Fig. 2c . Thus, BGs of identical marking will be gathered in one node in the SM that has the same marking as the BGs, upon completion of all-to-all personalized communication. Before starting transmission, the BGs are stored in a 2D array and they are arranged by considering the following Steps (to be Step 2, and (h) after Phase 2.
described in Section 3.1.3). In Step 1 of Phase 1, each node transmits the BGs in the second and third columns while receiving the same number of BGs along a row, as illustrated in Fig. 2d . The data arrays after Step 1 of Phase 1 are illustrated in Fig. 2e . In Step 2 of Phase 1, each node transmits the BGs in the third column while receiving the same number of BGs (see Fig. 2e ). After Step 2 of Phase 1, BGs in each node are those destined for nodes in its SM and SMs in the same column as shown in Fig. 2f . Now, Phase 2 starts and each node changes dimensions and transmits BGs along a column. In Step 1 (Step 2) of Phase 2, each node transmits the BGs in the second and third rows (third row) while receiving the same number of BGs along a column, as shown in Fig. 2f (Fig. 2g ). After Step 2 of Phase 2, all BGs gathered in each node have the same marking (see Fig. 2h ), which indicates that all-to-all personalized communication among nodes in group 00 is achieved successfully.
In Phases 1 and 2, nodes in the same group perform allto-all personalized communication among them, as described above. However, since nodes in 16 distinct groups perform the operations in parallel, we should schedule links to avoid channel contention. If we consider a row (or column), each node in the row (or column) is included in one of four node groups (see Fig. 2a ). Since nodes in four groups cannot transmit message blocks along two directions in the row (or column) in parallel without channel contention, two node groups should be assigned to two directions in the other dimension for contention-free transmissions. Since there are four directions, positive row (+r), negative row (-r), positive column (+c), and negative column (-c), four node groups share distinct directions according to the result of r mod R operation (see Fig. 2a ). In Phase 2, each node changes dimensions then performs transmission along the new dimension.
After Phase 2, each node in a SM has blocks originated from nodes in the same node group and destined for the 16 nodes in the same SM to which the node belongs. In the next two phases (Phases 3 and 4), message transmissions are performed among nodes in distinct groups and in the same SM. Each SM can be divided into four P Â P submeshes. In each P Â P submesh, there are four nodes in upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right. In the two Steps of Phase 3, four nodes in the same position in P Â P submeshes exchange blocks (see Figs. 3a and 3b, where only one SM is shown). In a step, each node transmits blocks destined for the receiver node as well as blocks destined for the other three nodes in the P Â P submesh to which the receiver node belongs. After Phase 3, each node in a P Â P submesh has blocks originated from nodes in four distinct groups and destined for nodes in the same P Â P submesh to which the node belongs. In the two steps of Phase 4, four nodes in each P Â P submesh exchange blocks to complete all-to-all personalized communication (see Figs. 3c and 3d ). The following sections describe the algorithm in detail.
Communication Pattern
We now describe the communication pattern of the proposed 2D algorithm, which consists of four phases. In Phase 1, the following operations are performed:
Phase 1 requires g R À I steps. Throughout these g R À I steps of Phase 1, each node transmits message blocks to a fixed destination node along the direction selected by the node. Consider blocks of a node, say node A, to be scattered to all other nodes. In Step 1, node A transmits all of its blocks except those to be transmitted by itself in Phases 2, 3, and 4, to the next node, say node B, along the direction selected by the nodes. In Step 2, node B extracts blocks to be transmitted by itself in Phases 2, 3, and 4, then transmits the remaining blocks to the next node, say node C, along the direction selected by the nodes. This procedure repeats and in the last step in Phase 1, the last node, say node L, along the direction receives only the blocks to be transmitted by the node in Phases 2, 3, and 4. Likewise, the other nodes scatter their blocks to all nodes in the same node group and in the same column or row. If T g, then each node that satisfies the above Conditions 2 and 4 finishes the operations in Phase 1 in R À I steps, and idle or send empty messages during the remaining gÀ R steps. In Phase 2, all nodes change dimensions then transmit message blocks along the new dimension. In Phase 2, the following operations are performed: Phase 2 also requires g R À I steps and the communication pattern is the same as that in Phase 1. Each node in a row or column of Phase 1 (e.g., node A, B, C, F F F , L) transmits blocks along a column or row in its new dimension in parallel. In a step, each node extracts blocks for itself and blocks to be transmitted by itself in Phases 3 and 4, then transmits the remaining blocks to the next destination node. Thus, after g R À I steps of Phase 2, each node has blocks originated from nodes in the same group, destined for itself and to be transmitted by the node in Phases 3 and 4. As in Phase 1, if T g then each node that satisfies the above Conditions 5 and 7 finish the operations in Phase 2 in R À I steps and idle or send empty messages during the remaining gÀ R steps. Now, the network can be divided into g IT R Â R submeshes. All nodes in a R Â R submesh are included in distinct node groups and have blocks originated from nodes in their respective groups. In the next two phases, all-to-all personalized communication operation is performed among nodes within each R Â R submesh. In Phase 3, the following operations are performed:
Step 1 of Phase 3: IF r mod R even AND mod R H or I, P(r,c) 3 P(r, c+2). IF r mod R even AND mod R P or Q, P(r,c) 3 P(r, c-2). IF r mod R odd AND r mod R H or I, P(r,c) 3 P(r+2, c). IF r mod R odd AND r mod R P or Q, P(r,c) 3 P(r-2, c).
Step 2 of Phase 3: IF r mod R even AND r mod R H or I, P(r,c) 3 P(r+2, c). IF r mod R even AND r mod R P or Q, P(r,c) 3 P(r-2, c). IF r mod R odd AND mod R H or I, P(r,c) 3 P(r, c+2). IF r mod R odd AND mod R P or Q, P(r,c) 3 P(r, c-2).
In Phase 4, the network is further divided into P Â P submeshes and two Steps are required as follows:
Step 1 of Phase 4: IF mod P H, P(r,c) 3 P(r, c+1). IF mod P I, P(r,c) 3 P(r, c-1).
Step 2 of Phase 4: IF r mod P H, P(r,c) 3 P(r+1, c). IF r mod P I, P(r,c) 3 P(r-1, c).
The next subsection describes the contents of transmitted blocks and the array structure in each communication step.
Data Array
Initially, rY has g distinct blocks to distribute to other nodes in 2D array B [u,v] , where H u À I and H v g À I if r mod R H or P (i.e., nodes that transmit blocks along a row and a column in Phases 1 and 2, respectively), or H u g À I and H v À I if r mod R I or Q (i.e., nodes that transmit blocks along a column and a row in Phases 1 and 2, respectively). We assume that the array is ordered in column major, and if blocks to be transmitted are not contiguous, then they should be rearranged before transmission. The initial data structure of a node is dependent upon the communication pattern in Phases 1 and 2. A block destined for the node that is u hops away from the node along the direction that the node takes in Phase 1 is located in B[u,0]. In B[u,v], a block destined for the node that is v hops away from the node in B[u,0] along the direction the node takes in Phase 2 is located.
In
Step i, I i g R À I, of Phase 1, each node transmits blocks in columns Ri through g À I to its destination node, while receiving the same number of blocks: In Step 1, each node transmits all blocks except those to be transmitted by itself in Phases 2, 3, and 4 (i.e., blocks in the first four columns). Among the blocks received in Step 1, each node extracts the blocks to be transmitted by itself in the following phases (i.e., blocks in the fifth through eighth columns), then transmits the remaining blocks to its destination node in Step 2. This procedure repeats until the last step of Phase 1.
Step j, I j g R À I, of Phase 2, each node transmits blocks in rows Rj through g À I to its destination node in Phase 2, while receiving the same number of blocks from its source node in Phase 2: In Step 1, each node transmits all blocks except those will be transmitted by itself in Phases 3 and 4 (i.e., blocks in the first four rows). Among the blocks received in Step 1, each node extracts the blocks to be transmitted by itself in Phases 3 and 4 (i.e., blocks in the fifth through eighth rows), then transmits the remaining blocks to its destination node in Step 2. This procedure repeats until the last step of Phase 2.
After Phase 2, each node in a R Â R submesh has g blocks originated from all nodes in the same group ( g IT nodes) destined for 16 nodes in the R Â R submesh to which the node belongs. But blocks destined for each node in the R Â R submesh are distributed. Thus, before Phase 3, the blocks are rearranged: If we divide a R Â R submesh into P Â P submeshes, there are four P Â P submeshesÐone includes a node P (e.g., S0), another includes the partner node in Step1 of Phase 3 (e.g., S1), another includes the partner node in Step 2 of Phase 3 (e.g., S2), and the other submesh (e.g., S3). Blocks destined for S0, S1, S3, and S2 (e.g., B0, B1, B3, and B2, respectively) are arranged in that order in data array of node P. In Step 1 of Phase 3, node P sends blocks destined for S1 and S3 (i.e., B1 and B3) while receiving the same number of blocks, B0 and B2, from the partner node in Step1 of Phase 3. Now, blocks in node P's data array are B0, B0, B2, and B2, in that order. In the next step, node P sends B2's while receiving B0's. After Phase 3, each node in a P Â P submesh has g blocks originated from all nodes in four node groups destined for four nodes in the submesh to which the node belongs, and the blocks are distributed. Thus, before Phase 4, the blocks are rearranged: blocks destined for the node itself (e.g., N0), partner node in Step 1 of Phase 4 (e.g., N1), partner node in Step 2 of Phase 4 (e.g., N2), and the other node (e.g., N3). Blocks destined for N0, N1, N3, and N2 are arranged in that order in the data array of node N0, and the block transmissions in Phase 4 are performed in the same way as those in Phase 3. After Phase 4, every node has g blocks, one block from every node in the network.
As an example for the IP Â IP torus shown in Fig. 2 , let us examine the communication requirements for node P(0,0). The initial block distribution of node P(0,0) is shown Fig. 4a , where each block is identified by the combination of source ID and destination ID. For example, a block that is originated from node P(1,2) and destined for node P(3,4) is identified by block 1234. P(0,0) is included in group 00 and nodes in the group are assigned +c and +r directions in Phases 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, the first row of the data array includes blocks destined for nodes in the same row along the +c direction from P(0,0) in that order, and the other blocks in each column of the data array include blocks destined for nodes in the same column along the +r direction from each node in the first row, in that order. It is exactly the same configuration as the network itself. It may be easier to understand the initial data structure in each node as follows: The network is reconfigured by placing each node in the origin (0,0) and by making its message transmission operation in Phases 1 and 2 performed along +c and +r, respectively. Then, the initial data structure follows exactly the same configuration as that of the reconfigured network. In Step 1 of Phase 1, P(0,0) sends blocks in columns 4 through B to P(0,4) while receiving the same number of blocks from P(0,8) (Fig. 4b) . In
Step 2 of Phase 1, P(0,0) sends blocks in the last four columns (Fig. 4b) to P(0,4) while receiving the same number of blocks (Fig. 4c) from P(0,8) . In Phase 2, every node in group 00 transmits blocks along +r direction. In Step 1 of Fig. 4f . In Phase 3
Step 1, blocks in the middle six columns (Fig. 4f ) are transmitted to P(0,2), while receiving the same number of blocks ( Fig. 4g ) from P(0,2). In the next step, blocks in the last six columns (Fig. 4g ) are transmitted to P(2,0) while receiving the same number of blocks (Fig. 4h) . After Phase 3, all blocks in the array are those destined for nodes in the P Â P submesh (i.e., P(0,0), P(0,1), P(1,0), and P(1,1)) to which P(0,0) belongs as shown in Fig. 4h (the last two digits of block IDs are 00, 01, 10, and 11), but they are distributed. Thus, before Phase 4, the blocks are rearranged (considering the communication pattern in Phase 4), as shown in Fig. 4i . Then, Phase 4 is initiated and the operations are very similar to those in Phase 3. The two steps in Phase 4 are shown in Figs. 4j and 4k. As shown in Fig. 4k , P(0,0) now has all blocks destined for itself from all nodes (the first two digits of block IDs are all distinct, while the last two digits are 00). As shown above, the proposed 2D algorithm requires data rearrangement steps after Phases 2 and 3. However, a data rearrangement step is also required after Phase 1. After Phase 1, blocks in each node are ordered in row-major order. Logically they are contiguous in row by row, but physically they are not contiguous since we assumed that the array is physically arranged in column-major order. Thus, before the start of Phase 2, the blocks should be rearranged in column-major order.
Formally, the proposed algorithm for all-to-all personalized communication in an Â g torus can be expressed as shown in Fig. 5. 
Complexity Analysis
We now analyze the complexity of the proposed algorithm in terms of startup cost, message-transmission cost, datarearrangement cost, message propagation cost, and barrier cost. Since there are four phases, three data-rearrangement steps are required. Thus, the total datarearrangement cost is Qgm&. 4. Message propagation cost. In Phases 1 and 2, there are g P À P steps. In each step, the number of hops to the destination is four. In each of two steps in Phases 3 and 4, the number of hops to the destination is two and one, respectively. Thus, the total number of hops is Pg À P and the message propagation cost is expressed as Pg À It l . 5. Barrier synchronization cost. Since the proposed algorithm requires g P P steps, the total overhead by barrier synchronization is
In an x Â x torus, we have x P P nodes on each side of the network bisection transmitting a block to every node in the other half for a total of x R R message blocks crossing the bisection. The bisection consists of Px links. Therefore, we can arrive at a lower bound on message transmission of yx Q . We see that the proposed algorithm has a time complexity of yx Q in terms of message transmission time, assuming g x. With respect to startup costs, consider the broadcast of a message to x P nodes. In the absence of contention, the optimal number of steps is dlog P xe per dimension. Thus, a lower bound on the number of steps to reach all nodes is ylog P x P . This lower bound is difficult to achieve due to channel contention in one-port architecture. Most all-to-all personalized communication algorithms show a time complexity of yx in terms of startup cost, except [13] , which shows a time complexity of ylog P x P .
Correctness of the Proposed Algorithm
Now, we discuss the correctness of the proposed algorithm. First, consider a bidirectional ring of nodes shown in Fig. 6a . If the nodes are divided into two groups, each group can form a unidirectional ring choosing one of the two (positive and negative) directions, and nodes in each unidirectional subring can transmit message blocks to nodes in the same group along the direction without channel contention (see Fig. 6b ). If there are an even number (B) of nodes in the ring and each node in a unidirectional subring passes the message that is received in the previous step, then a node's message is distributed to all nodes in the subring (i.e., nodes in the same group) in f P À I steps, as shown in Fig. 6c . Now, consider a 2D torus. In Phases 1 and 2 of the proposed algorithm, there are 16 node groups according to the following rule:
IF r mod R i and mod R j, P(r,c) is included in group ij.
If we divide the torus into R Â R contiguous submeshes, each node in a R Â R submesh is included in one of 16 distinct groups. In Phases 1 and 2, each node in a R Â R submesh transmits messages to nodes of the same group located in other submeshes along a row or column. Since there are 16 groups and four directions (+r, -r, +c, and -c), four groups should choose the same direction, which may cause channel contention. But, if four nodes that choose the same direction are not located in the same row and column, no channel contention occurs. In the proposed algorithm, it is achieved by Conditions 1 through 4 in Phase 1 and Conditions 5 through 8 in Phase 2. Thus, every node can transmit messages without channel contention in Phases 1 and 2. Now, consider data received by an arbitrary node
Let the data that originated from node
In Phase 1, nodes in the same group and in the same row or column transmit message blocks along a subring, just as shown in IF r mod R H or P, then node has data hx p F F F x H Y p F F F p y I y H , where F indicates don't care. IF r mod R I or Q, then node has data hp F F F p x I x H Y y q F F F y H .
In Phase 2, each node changes dimensions and repeats the same operation. After Phase 2, node P has data hp F F F p x I x H Y p F F F p y I y H .
In the next four steps of Phases 3 and 4, node P exchanges message blocks with nodes in distinct node groups. After Phase 3 and Phase 4, node P has data hp F F F p p x H Y p F F F p p y H a n d hp F F F p p p Y p F F F p p p , respectively.
n-Dimensional Tori
The algorithm for 2D tori can be extended to n-dimensional tori in a straightforward manner. Before describing the general n-dimensional algorithm, it is helpful to describe a 3D algorithm.
Algorithm for 3D Tori
For an x I Â x P Â x Q 3D torus, where x I , x P , and x Q are a multiple of four and x I ! x P ! x Q , each node is identified by a label xY yY z, where H x x I À I, H y x P À I, and H z x Q À I. Each node is included in one of 64 node groups, according to the following rule: IF x mod R iY y mod R jY nd z mod R k, node P(x,y,z) is included in group ijk.
Communication Pattern. The proposed algorithm requires five phases. In Phase 1, the following operations are performed:
Phase 1: IF x y mod R H and z mod R H or P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P((x+4) mod x I ,y,z).
IF x y mod R I and z mod R H or P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,(y+4) mod x P ,z). IF x y mod R P and z mod R H or P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P((x-4) mod x I ,y,z). IF x y mod R Q and z mod R H or P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,(y-4) mod x P ,z). IF z mod R I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,(z+4) mod x Q ). IF z mod R Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,(z-4) mod x Q ). In Phase 2, the following operations are performed:
The communication pattern of Phase 1 in a 2D torus (pattern
Phase 2: IF x y mod R H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,(y+4) mod x P ,z). IF x y mod R I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P((x+4) mod x I ,y,z). IF x y mod R P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,(y-4) mod x P ,z). IF x y mod R Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P((x-4) mod x I ,y,z).
In Phase 2, the communication pattern of Phase 2 in a 2D torus (pattern B) is performed in even numbered X-Y planes, while the communication pattern of Phase 1 in a 2D torus (pattern A) is performed among nodes in odd numbered planes. Fig. 7b shows the communication pattern in Phase 2 for a IP Â IP torus. There are also xI R À I steps in Phase 2.
In Phase 3, the following operations are performed: Phase 3: IF x y mod R H and z mod R I or Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P((x+4) mod x I ,y,z). IF x y mod R I and z mod R I or Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,(y+4) mod x P ,z). IF x y mod R P and z mod R I or Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P((x-4) mod x I ,y,z). IF x y mod R Q and z mod R I or Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,(y-4) mod x P ,z). IF z mod R H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y, (z+4) mod x Q ). IF z mod R P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y, (z-4) mod x Q ).
In Phase 3, nodes in even numbered planes follow pattern C while nodes in the other planes follow pattern B, as illustrated in Fig. 7c . In Phase 3, there are also
R À I steps. After Phase 3, the network is divided into Step 1 of Phase 4: IF x y mod P H, y mod R H or I, and z mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x+2,y,z). IF x y mod P H, y mod R P or Q, and z mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x-2,y,z). IF x y mod P I, x mod R H or I, and z mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y+2,z). IF x y mod P I, x mod R P or Q, and z mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y-2,z). IF z mod R I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,z+2). IF z mod R Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,z-2).
Step 2 of Phase 4: IF x y mod P H and x mod R H or I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y+2,z). IF x y mod P H and x mod R P or Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y-2,z). IF x y mod P I and y mod R H or I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x+2,y,z). IF x y mod P I and y mod R P or Q, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x-2,y,z).
Step 3 of Phase 4: IF x y mod P H, y mod R H or I, and z mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x+2,y,z). IF x y mod P H, y mod R P or Q, and z mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x-2,y,z). IF x y mod P I, x mod R H or I, and z mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y+2,z). IF x y mod P I, x mod R P or Q, and z mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y-2,z). IF z mod R H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,z+2). IF z mod R P, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,z-2).
After Phase 4, the network is further divided into Step 1 of Phase 5: IF x mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x+1,y,z). IF x mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x-1,y,z).
Step 2 of Phase 5: IF y mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y+1,z). IF y mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y-1,z).
Step 3 of Phase 5: IF z mod P H, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,z+1). IF z mod P I, then P(x,y,z) transmits to P(x,y,z-1). Data Array. Now, consider the data array of each node. Initially, each node has x I x P x Q distinct blocks in a 3D array B [u,v,w] , where H u x I À I, H v x P À I, and H w x Q À I. Since the data array structure in 3D tori is very similar to that in 2D tori and can be easily extended, we just examine the communication requirements in node P(0,0,0). In Fig. 9 . After Phase 3, blocks originated from nodes in the same group destined for nodes in the R Â R Â R submesh which includes P(0,0,0) are gathered in P(0,0,0). Thus, in six steps in Phases 4 and 5, the blocks destined for the other nodes in the R Â R Â R submesh are transmitted.
Extension to n-Dimensional Tori
Now, we describe a general n-dimensional algorithm. Since the extension for n-dimensional tori can be made similarly to the 2D-to-3D extension, we describe the n-dimensional algorithm briefly in this section.
For an x I Â F F F Â x n n-dimensional tori, where x I Y F F F Y x n are a multiple of four and x I ! F F F ! x n , there are n P phases. In the first n phases, messages are transmitted among nodes in the same group which form an
subtorus. To avoid channel contention, the dimensions in which messages are transmitted are distributed in each phase. In general, for n-dimensional tori, nodes in the even-numbered unit along dimension n follow the communication patterns of n À I-dimensional networks during the first n À I phases and then perform communications along the last dimension (i.e., dimension n) in phase n, while the other nodes perform the communications along the dimension n in Phase 1 and then follow the communications of n À I-dimensional networks during the remaining n À I phases. In Phases n I and n P, message exchanges are performed among nodes in R Â F F F Â R and P Â F F F Â P n-dimensional submeshes, respectively.
Complexity Analysis
Just as with 2D tori, we analyze the time costs required by the proposed n-dimensional algorithm in terms of startup cost, message-transmission cost, data-rearrangement cost, message propagation cost, and barrier cost.
Startup cost.
For an x I Â F F F Â x n n-dimensional torus, x I ! F F F ! x n , there are n P phases. In the first n phases, xI R À I steps per phase are required. In Phases n I and n P, n steps are required in each phase. Thus, a total of n xI R I steps is required.
Message-transmission cost. In
Step s, I s xI R À I, in each of the first n phases, x I À Rsx P F F F x n blocks are transmitted (since x I ! F F F ! x n ). In each step of Phases n I and n P, I P x I F F F x n blocks are transmitted. Thus, the total number of transmitted blocks is n V x I Rx I F F F x n . 3. Data-rearrangement cost. At the end of each phase, blocks are rearranged to prepare for the next phase.
Since there are n P phases, n I data-rearrangement steps are required. Thus, the total datarearrangement cost is n Ix I F F F x n m&. 4. Message propagation cost. In the first n phases, there are xI R À I steps per phase. In each step, the number of hops to the destination is four. In Phases n I and n P, n steps are required in each phase and the number of hops to the destination is two and one, respectively. Thus, the total message propagation cost is nx I À It l . 5. Barrier synchronization cost. Since the proposed algorithm requires n xI R I steps, the total overhead by barrier synchronization is nx I R n À I t .
ALGORITHMS FOR MESHES
In the previous section, all-to-all personalized communication algorithms for torus-connected machines were described. Since tori are meshes with wrap-around channels, the all-to-all personalized communication algorithms for meshes are very similar to those for tori and can be easily derived. Since the basic idea is very similar to that of tori, this section briefly describes all-to-all personalized communication algorithms for multidimensional meshes.
2D Meshes
For an Â g mesh, where and g are even numbers and g, each node is identified by a label rY , H r À I and H g À I. Each node is included in one of four node groups according to the following rules:
IF r and c are even, P(r,c) is included in group EE. IF r is odd and c is even, P(r,c) is included in group OE. IF r is even and c is odd, P(r,c) is included in group EO. IF r and c are odd, P(r,c) is included in group OO.
The nodes in a group form an
For example, in the T Â T mesh shown in Fig. 10 , nine nodes of Phase 1: IF rY P ii or yy, then P(r,c) transmits to P(r, (c+2) mod g). IF rY P iy or yi, then P(r,c) transmits to P((r+2) mod Y ). Phase 2: IF rY P ii or yy, then P(r,c) transmits to P((r+2) mod Y ). IF rY P iy or yi, then P(r,c) transmits to P(r, (c+2) mod g).
After Phase 2, the network is divided into g R contiguous P Â P submeshes and all of the four nodes in a P Â P submesh are included in distinct node groups (see Fig. 10d ). In Phase 3, messages are transmitted by nodes in distinct groups and in the same P Â P submesh to complete the allto-all personalized communication, as shown in Fig. 10d . In Phase 3, two steps are required and the following operations are performed in each step:
Step 1 of Phase 3: IF rY P ii or yi, then P(r,c) transmits to P(r, c+1). IF rY P yy or iy, then P(r,c) transmits to P(r, c-1).
Step 2 of Phase 3: IF rY P ii or yi, then P(r,c) transmits to P(r+1, c). IF rY P yy or iy, then P(r,c) transmits to P(r-1, c).
After Phase 3, each node has g blocks originated from all nodes in the network to complete the all-to-all personalized communication.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the communication pattern and data array of the proposed 2D algorithm in a T Â T mesh, respectively.
Complexity Analysis. 3. Data rearrangement cost. Since there are three phases, two message-rearrangement steps are required. Thus, the total data rearrangement cost is Pgm&. 4. Message propagation cost. In the first two phases, there are g P À I steps per phase. In each step, the largest number of hops to the destination is g À P. In Phase 3, two steps are required and the number of hops to the destination is one in each step. Thus, message propagation cost is expressed as fg À P P Pgt l . 5. Barrier synchronization cost. Since the proposed algorithm requires g steps, the total overhead by barrier synchronization is g À It .
Extension to Multidimensional Meshes
Just as tori, the algorithm for 2D meshes can be extended to
manner. In this case, there are n I phases and the message transmissions are performed along logical rings in each dimension in each of the first n phases. In the last phase (phase n I), message exchange operations are performed in each P Â P Â F F F Â P n-dimensional submesh. Fig. 12 illustrates the communication pattern in a T Â T Â T mesh.
Complexity Analysis.
Startup cost.
For an x I Â F F F Â x n n-dimensional mesh, x I ! F F F ! x n , there are n I phases. In the first n phases, are transmitted. In each step of Phase n I, I P x I x P F F F x n blocks are transmitted. Thus, the total number of transmitted blocks is n R x P I x P XXx n . 3. Data-rearrangement cost. At the end of each phase blocks are rearranged to prepare for the next phase. Since there are n I phases, n datarearrangement steps are required. Thus, the total data-rearrangement cost is nx I x P F F F x n m&. 4. Message propagation cost. In the first n phases, there are xI P À I steps per phase. In each step, the number of hops to the destination is x I À P. In phase n I, n steps are required and the number of hops to the destination is one in each step. Thus, message propagation cost is expressed as n P fx I À P P Pgt l . 5. Barrier synchronization cost. Since the proposed algorithm requires nx I P steps, the total overhead by barrier synchronization is À nxI P À I Á t .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Thus far, we analyzed the time cost required by the proposed algorithm in terms of dominant components in completion time: startup cost, message transmission cost, data rearrangement cost, message propagation cost, and barrier synchronization cost. In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated and compared with that of existing algorithms. The time complexities of the proposed algorithms are summarized in Table 1 . We are not aware of any existing message-combining algorithms for n-dimensional tori or meshes, where the number of nodes in each dimension is non-power-of-two. For 2D tori or meshes, Tseng et al. [19] , Sundar et al. [16] , Suh and Yalamanchili [12] , [13] proposed all-to-all personalized communication algorithms using message-combining. In these algorithms, networks are assumed to be power-of-two and square, that is, there are P d nodes in both dimensions. If we apply the proposed 2D tori algorithm to power-of-two square tori, the startup time and message transmission time are equivalent to those in [19] (see Table 2 ). But, the proposed algorithm is advantageous in terms of data rearrangement time and message propagation time. In the proposed 2D tori algorithm, data rearrangement is required between phases Step 1, (f) Phase 4
Step 2, and (g) Phase 4
Step 3.
to prepare for the next phase. In a P d Â P d torus, there are four phases in the proposed algorithm, thus only three rearrangement steps are required, regardless of the network size. However, in the algorithm in [19] , data rearrangement is required between steps rather than phases (in our physical model of data array: if noncontiguous blocks are transmitted, the blocks should be rearranged or copied). Since the algorithm in [19] requires P dÀI I data rearrangement steps, the time complexity due to data rearrangement is yP Qd , while that of the proposed algorithm is yP Pd . With respect to the total propagation time, the proposed algorithm requires four hops (in Phases 1 and 2), two hops (in Phase 3), and one hop (in Phase 4) per step, regardless of the network size. Thus, this algorithm which exhibits a time complexity of yP d compares favorably to the algorithm in [19] , which exhibits a time complexity of yP Pd due to propagation time. Thus, the proposed algorithm exhibits better performance than existing algorithms in power-oftwo square tori, even though the proposed algorithm is targeted for the networks whose size of each dimension need not be power-of-two and square. If we compare the performance of 2D tori algorithm with that of the algorithm in [13] for a P d Â P d torus, message startup cost is yd for the algorithm [13] , while it is yP d for the proposed algorithm. The message-transmission cost of the proposed algorithm is yP
Qd as the algorithm [13] , but lower than that of the algorithm [13] . The time complexity due to data rearrangement for the algorithm [13] is yP Qd , while that of the proposed algorithm is yP Pd . With respect to the total propagation time, the proposed algorithm has time complexity of yP d as the algorithm [13] , but a little lower than that of the algorithm [13] . Thus, the proposed algorithm is advantageous over the algorithm [13] in all parameters except the startup cost. Compared with existing algorithms for meshes [13] , [16] , the proposed mesh algorithm shows very similar characteristics.
Ideally, we would base our performance evaluation on the implementation of commercial parallel supercomputers. However, analysis of the scalability of these algorithms across a range of systems sizes is hampered by the lack of availability of a range of large system sizes. Moreover, the systems we could access did not permit control of the shape of allocated subpartition, i.e., we could not guarantee that they would be square. What we desired was a more flexible methodology that would yield reliable estimates of execution time across a broader range of system sizes. Therefore, our studies are based on the analytic models of execution time, but using values of parameters measured on one of commercial machines, Paragon, i.e., t s US"s, t HXHII"s, & HXHIR"s, t IPTd À IIQ"s [2] , and t l HXHP"s (measured by us). Fig. 13 shows the performance of the proposed 2D tori algorithm and existing algorithms [19] and [13] in IT Â IT, QP Â QP, TR Â TR, and IPV Â IPV tori, where Figs. 13b and 13d illustrate performance of the algorithms when block sizes are small. As shown in the figures, algorithm [13] outperforms the other algorithms for small block sizes, while the proposed algorithm is superior for larger block sizes. As network size increases, the cross-over points appear in small block sizes (see Figs. 13b and 13d) . These indicate that startup cost is the most dominant factor when block size is small, while message transmission cost becomes an important factor as network size and/or block size increase, since message transmission cost increases significantly with yP Qd m while start-up cost increases with yP d (in [19] and the proposed algorithm) or yd (in [13] ). Interestingly, the proposed algorithm shows much better performance than the algorithm [19] , even though both of them exhibit the same startup cost and message transmission cost. This is because the proposed algorithm shows lower data rearrangement and propagation costs, data rearrangement cost becomes more and more important as block size increases, and the time complexity due to data rearrangement for the proposed algorithm is yP Pd , while that of the algorithms [19] and [13] is yP
Qd . Fig. 14 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm for 2D meshes and the algorithm in [13] and [16] for all-to-all personalized communication in IT Â IT, QP Â QP, TR Â TR, and IPV Â IPV meshes, using the same parameter values, and we obtained similar results. Now, to examine the performance of the proposed algorithm and the low startup cost algorithm [13] when the startup cost is large, we consider performance of the proposed and existing algorithms when the ratio of two dominant parameters, start-up cost and message transmission cost (i.e., t s at ) is high. For this study, we used the parameter values listed above, except for start-up cost (t s ). Since the ratio t s at in the above is about 7,000, we examine a large (20,000) value of t s at . Fig. 15 illustrates the performance of algorithms in IT Â IT and TR Â TR tori. The performance characteristics are very similar to those seen in Fig. 13 , but the cross-over points appear in large block sizes when t s at becomes larger. For meshes, we used the same parameter values that are used in tori. Fig. 16 compares the performance of the proposed mesh algorithm and the algorithms [16] and [13] for all-to-all personalized communication in IT Â IT and TR Â TR meshes, and we obtain similar results. 
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed new algorithms for all-to-all personalized communication for multidimensional torus-or meshconnected networks. Although the algorithms targeted at wormhole-switched networks, they can be efficiently used in virtual cut-through or circuit-switched networks. The proposed algorithms utilize message-combining to reduce the time complexity of message startups. Unlike existing message-combining algorithms, the proposed algorithms accommodate non-power-of-two networks of arbitrary dimensions. In addition, destinations remain fixed over a larger number of steps in the proposed algorithms, thus making them amenable to optimizations. Finally, the data structures used are simple, and hence, make substantial saving of message-rearrangement time.
Although we assumed that the number of nodes in each dimension is a multiple of four (in tori) or even (in meshes), the proposed algorithms can be used in tori or meshes with an arbitrary number of nodes in each dimension. If the number of nodes in each dimension is not a multiple of four (in tori) or odd (in meshes), the proposed algorithms can be used by adding virtual nodes, then having every node perform communication steps as proposed in this paper. When applied to power-of-two and square tori or meshes, the proposed algorithms showed better performance than the algorithms [19] and [16] , but the algorithm [13] outperformed ours when block sizes are small. However, if the network size is not power-of-two and/or the block size is large, the algorithm [13] may suffer performance degradation. The proposed algorithms perform best when the network is not power-of-two and/or the block size is large. He is an IEEE fellow and member of the Korean Academy of Engineering. He was the general chair of the 2000 IEEE Real-Time Technlogy and Applications Symposium and has authored or coauthored more than 600 technical papers and book chapters in the areas of distributed real-time computing and control, computer networking, faulttolerant computing, and intelligent manufacturing. His current research focuses on Quality of Service (QoS) sensitive computing and networking with emphases on timeliness and dependability. He has also been applying the basic research results to telecommunication and multimedia systems, embedded systems, and manufacturing applications.
